
Ms. Little’s November News 

 

Math 5-  Students have begun a multiplication chapter.  They have 

learned patterns, the Distributive Property, and how to estimate 

products.  They will continue to learn more multiplication properties, 

how to solve problems by drawing pictures, and practice multiplying by 

one and two digit numbers. 
 

Math 6- Students have begun working with decimals.  They have been 

writing decimals in word, standard, and expanded forms as well as 

comparing and ordering.  They will continue to round, estimate, 

add/subtract, and multiply/divide by decimals. 
 

Math 8- Students are working on nonlinear functions and polynomials.  

They have determined whether a function is linear or nonlinear, 

graphed quadratic and cubic functions, and will continue to 

multiply/divide monomials, find powers of monomials, and find roots of 

monomials. 
 

Reading 5/6- We will soon begin reading Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory. This will be paired with worksheets emphasizing many skills 

including vocabulary/context clues, synonyms/antonyms, parts of 

speech, cause/effect, sequencing, compare/contrast, main 

idea/supporting details, and inferences/predictions. 
 

Literature 8- We are beginning unit 2, more short stories, and will 

focus on character analysis, plot, setting, tone and theme. 
 

Spelling 5- Students need to continue watching their spelling, using 

the glossary of the book, and paying close attention to handwriting and 

neatness.  We have been doing review lessons due to short weeks 

recently, but will continue with regular units and tests on Fridays next 

week. 
 



Vocabulary 6/8- Students are working independently and doing a 

great job completing assignments and turning them in by due dates!  

When completing paper activities, students need to double check 

spelling and read sentences aloud to see if they need to add a suffix 

for the sentence to be correct. 
 

English 5/6-  We have been working on pronouns; singular and plural, 

subject and object, and will continue with possessive, 

intensive/reflexive, antecedents, contractions, demonstrative and 

interrogative.  I will break the test up this chapter and the students 

will take the first half after lesson 6 and the 2nd half after lesson 11. 
 

Spanish5/6-  We are continuing to use Rosetta Stone on the 

chromebooks 10-15 minutes per day.  This program is self-paced and 

students are working at their individual levels. Please encourage your 

child(ren) to continue using it at home as well, our access is limited and 

ends in March. 
 

Please remind your child(ren) to do their personal best and help 

create a learning environment.   

 

 

It’s not our job to toughen our children up to face a cruel and heartless world. 
It’s our job to raise children who will make the world a little less cruel and 

heartless. – L.R. Knost 
 


